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Scrimmage work
Tribune Photos by Chris Siers

Coach Thomas Osteen gets the offense organized for the
first Marshall County possession in the scrimmage.
The Marshall County run defense was in full force against Fairview in the first scrimmage of the summer.

Aja Jones hauls in a pass and scampers to the end zone
for the touchdown against Fairview.

RIGHT: Senior Demari Braden is poised to be the workhorse for the Tigers out of the backfield this season.

NFL suspends Dolphins owner
for tampering with Brady
By ROB MAADDI
AP Pro Football Writer
The NFL has suspended Miami
Dolphins owner Stephen Ross and
fined him $1.5 million for tampering with Tom Brady and Sean
Payton following a six-month investigation stemming from Brian
Flores’ racial discrimination lawsuit against the league.
The league’s investigation found
the Dolphins did not intentionally
lose games during the 2019 season but the team had impermissible communication with Brady
and his and Payton’s agent, Don
Yee. The league announced the
findings of the investigation on
Tuesday.
The Dolphins will forfeit a firstround selection in the 2023 NFL
draft and a third-round selection
in the 2024 draft. Ross is suspended through Oct. 17.
“The investigators found tampering violations of unprecedented
scope and severity,” NFL Commissioner Roger Goodell said in
a statement. “I know of no prior
instance of a team violating the
prohibition on tampering with
both a head coach and star player, to the potential detriment of
multiple other clubs, over a period
of several years. Similarly, I know
of no prior instance in which ownership was so directly involved in
the violations.”
The investigation concluded the
Dolphins violated the league’s anti-tampering policy on three separate occasions. The Dolphins had
impermissible communications
with Brady as early as August
2019 through the 2020 postseason, while he was under contract
to the New England Patriots.
Dolphins vice chairman/limited partner Bruce Beal conducted
“these numerous and detailed discussions” and kept Ross and other
team executives informed of his
conversations with Brady.
The Dolphins again had impermissible communications with
both Brady and his agent, Yee, no
later than early December 2021
and after the season, while he was
under contract to the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers.
Those discussions focused on
Brady becoming a limited partner in the Dolphins and possibly

serving as a football executive,
although at times they also included the possibility he would
play for the Dolphins. The league
says Ross and Beal participated in
these discussions.
Brady briefly retired in February before the seven-time Super
Bowl champion chose to return
for another season with the Buccaneers.
The third tampering violation
involved Payton. In January, the
Dolphins had impermissible communications with Yee about having Payton serve as Miami’s head
coach. The Dolphins did not seek
consent from New Orleans to have
these discussions, which occurred
before Payton announced his decision to retire from the Saints.
Miami requested permission to
speak to Payton for the first time
after that announcement but New
Orleans declined to grant it.
Ross’ suspension ends the same
day Deshaun Watson is eligible to
return from his six-game suspension. A disciplinary officer handed
out Watson’s punishment on Monday after the Cleveland Browns
quarterback was accused by two
dozen women in Texas of sexual
misconduct during massage treatments. The NFL is mulling whether to appeal that decision.
Ross may not be present at the
team’s facility and may not represent the club at any team or NFL
event during his suspension. He
also may not attend any league
meeting before the annual meeting in 2023, and he is removed
from all league committees indefinitely.
Beal was fined $500,000 and
may not attend any league meeting for the remainder of the year.
Regarding Flores’ allegations
the Dolphins wanted him to
“tank” games to secure the top
draft pick, investigators said the
team didn’t intentionally lose and
neither Ross nor anyone from the
team instructed Flores to lose on
purpose.
However, investigators found
Ross expressed several times
during the season his belief that
draft position should take priority over won-loss record. Flores
considered the comments a suggestion that he lose games and
expressed his concerns in writing

to senior club executives. Ross no
longer made any such comments
to Flores.
Investigators said there are
differing recollections about the
wording, timing, and context of
Flores’ claim of a $100,000-a-game
offer from the club to tank, but it
“was not intended or taken to be a
serious offer, nor was the subject
pursued in any respect” by Ross or
anyone else at the club.
“I am thankful that the NFL’s
investigator found my factual allegations against Stephen Ross are
true,” Flores said in a statement.
“At the same time, I am disappointed to learn that the investigator minimized Mr. Ross’s offers
and pressure to tank games especially when I wrote and submitted
a letter at the time to Dolphins executives documenting my serious
concerns regarding this subject at
the time which the investigator
has in her possession.
“While the investigator found
that the Dolphins had engaged in
impermissible tampering of ‘unprecedented scope and severity,’
Mr. Ross will avoid any meaningful consequence. There is nothing
more important when it comes to
the game of football itself than the
integrity of the game. When the
integrity of the game is called into
question, fans suffer, and football
suffers.”
Goodell chastised Ross for making the comments.
“An owner or senior executive
must understand the weight that
his or her words carry, and the
risk that a comment will be taken
seriously and acted upon, even if
that is not the intent or expectation,” Goodell said. “Even if made
in jest and not intended to be taken seriously, comments suggesting
that draft position is more important than winning can be misunderstood and carry with them an
unnecessary potential risk to the
integrity of the game. The comments made by Mr. Ross did not
affect Coach Flores’ commitment
to win and the Dolphins competed
to win every game. Coach Flores
is to be commended for not allowing any comment about the relative importance of draft position
to affect his commitment to win
throughout the season.”

Legendary Dodgers
broadcaster Scully
dies at 94
By BETH HARRIS
AP Sports Writer
LOS ANGELES — Hall of Fame broadcaster Vin Scully, whose dulcet tones provided the
soundtrack of summer while entertaining and
informing Dodgers fans in Brooklyn and Los Angeles for 67 years, died Tuesday night. He was 94.
Scully died at his home in the Hidden Hills
neighborhood of Los Angeles, according to the
team after being informed by family members. No
cause of death was provided.
“He was the best there ever was,” pitcher Clayton Kershaw said after the Dodgers game in San
Francisco. “Just such a special man. I’m grateful
and thankful I got to know him as well as I did.”
As the longest tenured broadcaster with a single
team in pro sports history, Scully saw it all and
called it all. He began in the 1950s era of Pee Wee
Reese and Jackie Robinson, on to the 1960s with
Don Drysdale and Sandy Koufax, into the 1970s
with Steve Garvey and Don Sutton, and through
the 1980s with Orel Hershiser and Fernando
Valenzuela. In the 1990s, it was Mike Piazza
and Hideo Nomo, followed by Kershaw, Manny
Ramirez and Yasiel Puig in the 21st century.
“You gave me my Wild Horse name. You gave
me love. You hugged me like a father,” tweeted
Puig, the talented Cuban-born outfielder who
burned brightly upon his Dodgers debut in 2013.
“I will never forget you, my heart is broken.”
The Dodgers changed players, managers, executives, owners — and even coasts — but Scully and
his soothing, insightful style remained a constant
for the fans.
He opened broadcasts with the familiar greeting, “Hi, everybody, and a very pleasant good
evening to you wherever you may be.”
Ever gracious both in person and on the air,
Scully considered himself merely a conduit between the game and the fans.
After the Dodgers’ 9-5 win, the Giants posted a
Scully tribute on the videoboard.
“There’s not a better storyteller and I think everyone considers him family,” Dodgers manager
Dave Roberts said. “He was in our living rooms
for many generations. He lived a fantastic life, a
legacy that will live on forever.”
Although he was paid by the Dodgers, Scully
was unafraid to criticize a bad play or a manager’s
decision, or praise an opponent while spinning
stories against a backdrop of routine plays and
noteworthy achievements. He always said he
wanted to see things with his eyes, not his heart.
“We have lost an icon,” team president and CEO
Stan Kasten said. “His voice will always be heard
and etched in all of our minds forever.”
Vincent Edward Scully was born Nov. 29, 1927,
in the Bronx. He was the son of a silk salesman
who died of pneumonia when Scully was 7. His
mother moved the family to Brooklyn, where the
See Scully, Page 8

